
                                   

  Class 2 

Following another fantastic half term, 

we are pleased to share our learning 

journey with Class 2! 

 

If you have any questions or concerns, 

please do not hesitate to contact us 

l.swift@oxspringprimary.co.uk 

v.taylor@oxspringprimary.co.uk 

Thank you for your continued support. 

Mrs Swift and Mrs Taylor and the Class 

2 Team. 

Topic - We will continue with our smashing 

‘Space’ topic this half term.  We will be 

further explore the wonders of Space, 

looking at planets, space missions and 

satelites. 

Art and Design - As artists, we are going 

to be using threads and fabric to print.  

This will include knotting and fraying, 

cutting and shaping to create a range of 

patterns and styles. 

RE - This year we are studying Judaism.  

In the next half term, we look at why 

some times are special. 

PE - PE will be on Monday and Thursday.  

Please can children make sure their PE 

kits are in school on these days? 

This half term our focus will be Athletics. 

 

English - In English we are going to be looking at writing a 

narrative and developing our own story.  Using the story of 

Little Red as the inspiration.  We will also create a 

character profile of Little Red herself, develop a piece of 

descriptive writing based on the sale of Grandma’s house.   

All children will be encouraged to follow simple story 

structures, drawing the reader in using story language. 

Year 1s will reinforce the use of capital letters and full 

stops with, through oral rehearsal and in practice.   

Year 2s will use a range of punctuation including commas 

and question marks correctly. 

We will also have daily handwriting lessons to ensure our 

letters are formed consistently, correctly and fluently. 

Reading - During our RWI sessions, children will revise the 

sounds they know and be introduced to new and alternative 

sounds.  Children will be encouraged to spot these sounds in 

their reading throughout the school day.  Year 2s will focus 

on reading with fluency and expression. 

It is our intention that all children will have the chance to 

read 1-1 to an adult at least once a week.  All children will 

also have the chance to read in a small group to an adult 

weekly. 

Maths 

As mathematicians in year two, we will 

focus on: consolidating place value and 

addition, dividing by 2, 5 and 10, fractions 

including a half, a quarter and a third. 

As mathematicians in year one, we will 

focus on: finding a half and a quarter, 

making equal groups, comparing numbers. 

 

Science - In our science lessons, we will look at the changing 

seasons and how this affects living things and their 

habitats.  We will look forwards to the Summer and think 

about how life will change for living things – including 

flowers and plants, to animals in the fields. 
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